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For a class of second-order Cauchy problems, certain integrals of the 
fundamental solution operators are formally functions of a generating operator. We 
show that spectral mapping holds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the initial value problem (I.V.): U” - q(t)u = Au, u(O) = y, 
u’(0) = 0, where q is a bounded, continuous complex-valued function on 
0 < t < 03 and A is a closed dense operator on a Banach space X. We 
assume that I.V. is well posed in the sense that there are solution operators 
S,, that is, u(t) = S,y solves I.V. (precise definitions are given in Section 2). 
Let ~(t, z) be the solution of the corresponding scalar initial value problem 
(z is any complex number): U” - qu = ZU, u(0) = 1, u’(0) = 0. Formally, 
S, = ~(t, A). Let G = I; h(t)S, dt and F(z) = I,” h(t) ~(t, z) dt. Again, 
formally, G = F(A). Our main result (see Section 3) gives the following 
spectral mapping property: sp G = F(sp A U { 00 }). 
We know of two results of this general type. Phillips [3] gives the 
analogue of our theorem in the case of semigroups of operators, where the 
initial value problem U’ = Au, u(0) =y, is studied. Povzner [4] considers the 
initial value problem 
40, x> =f(x), ; u(0, x) = 0, 
where q(x) = O(X-~-‘). He studies the maximal ideal space of a certain 
Banach algebra of operators of the form of G defined above. 
The basic definitions are given in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the 
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proof of the spectral mapping theorem, Theorem 3.1, which is the main result 
of the paper. Sections 4-6 contain the lemmas needed to prove the main 
theorem. In Section 4 several properties of solutions of the scalar equation 
(E,) U” - qu = zu are obtained: Lemma 4.1 gives a general bound for 
solutions depending only on Re(z”‘) and Q = sup Iq(t)l; Lemma 4.3 gives 
the existence of exponentially decaying solutions and Lemma 4.5 gives a 
density property of these solutions. In Section 5 the resoivent formula 
(1 -A)- ’ = s? &t, A)s, dt is obtained and bounds on sp A are obtained as a 
corollary. To establish the resolvent formula, we use the fact that A and S, 
commute, which we prove in Section 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The main purpose of this section is to define the concepts that appear in 
the main result, Theorem 3.1, which is given in Section 3. 
2.1. Initial Value Problem 
The initial value problem, denoted I.V., which we consider is the 
following: 
(E) u”(t) - q(t) u(t) = Au(t), 
(IC) u(0) = y, u’(0) = 0. 
Here A is a closed, dense linear operator on a Banach space X, u(t) is a 
function on 0 Q t < co with values in X, U’ and u” denote the first and 
second derivatives of u, respectively, relative to the norm of X, y E X, and 
q(l) is a bounded continuous complex-valued function on 0 < t < 00. Let 
Q = sup Iq(t)l (t > 0). 
2.2. General Notation 
Throughout the paper, X denotes a Banach space with norm I( 11. B(X) 
denotes the bounded linear operators on X. For a closed linear operator A on 
X, D, denotes the domain of A and for x E D,, we define the D, norm of x 
as 11x1] + jlAx]j. If A is a closed linear operator on X (A may or may not be 
bounded), then sp A denotes the spectrum of A. For any complex number 
z = reie ,--7f<B<:,z iI2 is defined as r’/‘ei012. This definition of square root 
is used throughout the paper. For a function u(t) on 0 ,< t < co with complex 
values or values in a Banach space, u E Cck’ means that u has k continuous 
derivatives relative to the norm of the range. For u E C”‘, we let Lu denote 
u” - qu. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. We say that u(t) is a solution of (E) if 
(1) U E C2’, 
(2) u(t)ED,,O<t<m, 
and 
(3) u” - qu = Au. 
DEFINITION 2.4. We say that the initial value problem (I.V.) is well 
posed if there exist operators S, in B(X), 0 < t < co, a subspace Y of X and 
real numbers C > 0, w > 0 such that: 
(1) Y c D, and Y,, = (x: x E Y, Ax E Y} is dense in D, relative to the 
norm of D, . 
If .v E Y and u(t) = S,y, then 
(2) u(t) is a solution of (E), 
(3) u(0) = y, u’(0) = 0, 
(4) II 4t)ll < Ce”’ llvll and II u’(t)11 = OW”). 
(5) If u is a solution of (E) with u(0) = 0, u’(0) = 0, then u(t) = 0 for 
O<t<uJ. 
We call S, the solution operators. 
2.5. Scalar Equation 
For each complex number z we let ty(t, z) denote the solution of the initial 
value problem 
(Eo) u” - qu = zu, 
(IC), u(0) = 1, U’(0) = 0. 
2.6. The Operator Integrals 
If h(t) is a complex-valued measurable function on 0 < t < co such that 
1; I h(t)1 ew’ dt < 00, then jp h(t)S,x dt is a Bochner integral for each x in X 
and defines a bounded linear operator on X, which we denote by 
j-7 h(t)S, dt. 
In the above we have given the definitions and notation used to state the 
main result, Theorem 3.1, which is given in Section 3. 
We will need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.7. l(SII/ < Ce”’ and S,x is continuous on 0 < t < co for each x in 
X. 
The proof is elementary. 
LEMMA 2.8. Ifx E D,,, then S,x E D, and AS,x = S,Ax. 
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Proof. Let Rf(t) = JA K(t, s) f(s) ds be the solution of U” - qu =S, 
u(0) = 0, u’(0) = 0 for f a continuous complex-valued or X-valued function 
on 0 ,< t ( co. For x E Y, let u(t) =RS,x and let w(t) = S,x= Lu 
(Lu = 0” - qv). Let p be the solution of LB = 0, p(O) = 1, p’(0) = 0. Then, 
u = w - /?x solves 
Lu = AS,x, u(0) = 0, 
Thus, w -/7x = I?AS,x; consequently, 
u’(0) = 0. 
Lv=Av+/?x, u(0) = 0, u’(0) = 0. 
From this and the fact that A is closed, we can show that u = Au satisfies 
(1) U E C2); 
(2) u ED,; 
(3) Lu=Au+/3Ax; 
(4) u(0) = 0, u’(0) = 0. 
Now assume x E D, and Ax E Y. Let z(t) = R.S, Ax. We will now show that 
z(t) also satisfies (l)-(4). It is clear that z(t) satisfies (1) and (2). Let 
w,(t) = S,Ax = Lz. Then, u = w, -@Ax solves Lu = AS,Ax, u(O) = 0, 
u’(0) = 0. Thus, w, -PAX = zAS,Ax. So, 
Lz = AZ + PAX, z(0) = 0, z’(0) = 0. 
Thus, z satisfies (3) and (4). We have shown in particular that if x E Y,, 
then both Au and z satisfy (l)-(4). By the uniqueness assumption, Au = z; 
and, if we apply L to both sides of this equation we obtain 
AS,x = S,Ax, XE Yo. 
From this, the fact that A is closed and the fact that Y,, is dense in D, (with 
the D, norm), we obtain the conclusion of the lemma. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
We now state and prove the main result of the paper, Theorem 3.1. The 
proof will require most of the lemmas we develop in Sections 4-6. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that I.V. is well posed with corresponding 
constants C, w. Then 
(i) / y(t, z)l < Cew’, z E sp A. 
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And, if SF I WI ewr dt < 00 and F, G are defined by 
G= 
1 
m h(t)S, dt, 
0 
F(z) = jm h(t) W, z) dt, z E SPA, 
0 
then 
(ii) sp G = F(sp A U {co }). 
As a first step in the proof of the theorem, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that for some /I > w and Co > 0, 
(*I I wtc zl < Coe41y zEspA 
and IF 1 h(t)/ e4’ dt < co. Let F, G be defined corresponding to h as in 
Theorem 3.1. Then. 
spG=F(spAU{co}). 
Proof. Choose a > p and o + Q + max{ 1,2Q}. Let h, be a continuous 
complex-valued function on [0, co) such that h,(t) = o(e-“‘) and 
I m I h(t) - h,(t)1 ebt dt < E. 0 
By Lemma 4.5 we can choose complex numbers bj and numbers li > 0, 
j = l,..., n, such that Re(Aj)“’ > a + max{ 1, 2Q} and 
I h,(f) - h -(t)l < eepat, t > 0, 
where h -(t) = C_b,cp(t, Aj) (j = l,..., n) (o(t, A) is defined in Lemma 4.3). 
Define G - and F by 
G-z I O” h -(t)S, dt, F-(z) = im h -(t) I&, z) dt, zEspA. 0 0 
Since Re(;li)“’ > a + max{ 1,2Q), it follows from Lemma 4.3 that I h -(t)l = 
O(eea’) as t -+ co; and, since a > j3 > w, G - and F 1 are well defined. From 
the above estimates it follows that 
II G - G-II < cC(l + l/h -PI>, 
I F(z) - F -(z)I < eC,( 1 + l/(a - P)). 
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Since a > w, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that 
.i 
m~(t,A-I)Stdt=(~j-A)-‘, j = l,..., n. 
0 
Thus, 
G-=x bj(Aj--A)-' (j = l,..., n). 
Since a > o + Q + max{ 1,2Q), it follows from Lemma 5.4 that 
1 cc p(t, lj) I&, z) dt = ( kj - z)- I, zEspA. 0 
Thus, 
F-(z)=~bj(;lj-z)-’ (j= l,..., n),zEspA. 
The above estimates show that there is a sequencef,(z) of functions in the 
linear span of ((A -z)-‘: A @ SPA} such that I] G -f,(A)]1 --t 0 as n --t co, 
where f,(A) is defined as in [ 1, p. 6011 and such that IF(z) -f,(z)] -+ 0, as 
n -+ co, uniformly for z E sp A. By Lemma 5.2, A has a nonvoid resolvent 
set. The conclusion of the lemma now follows from Lemma 6.1. 
Continuing with the proof of the theorem we next establish 
I v(h z)l < cew*, zEspA. (3.1) 
This is (i) of the theorem. To prove (3.1) we use the lemma as follows. 
Suppose that (3.1) fails for some t = to > 0 and z E sp A. Then for some E, 
6 > 0, 
I v/(~,~ z>l - E > Ce”( > II S,II 
for It - to / < 6. Suppose h is a continuous function on 0 < t < co such that 
h(t) > 0, J‘F h(t) dt = 1, and h(t) 3 0 outside the interval (to - 6, to + 6). Let 
z1 = l? h(f) ~(t, z) dt. We conclude from Lemma 5.3 that (*) of Lemma 3.2 
holds for j3 > o + Q + max{ 1,2Q}; and, for such a /3 it is clear that 1: 
] h(t)1 e4* dt < co. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, z1 E sp G, where G corresponds to 
the h defined above. Thus, Izl I < I( G/I < I ~(t,, z)l - E. But, by possibly 
further restricting h we could obtain Iz, - ~(t,, z)I < e/2. This contradiction 
completes the proof of (3.1). 
The second conclusion of the theorem now follows from (3.1) and the 
lemma. 
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4. PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS OF THE SCALAR EQUATION 
In this section we derive several properties of the solutions of the scalar 
equation (E,) U” = (z + q)u introduced in Section 2. Recall that we assume 
that q(f) is a bounded, continuous complex-valued function on 0 Q t < co. 
We would expect that every solution of (E,) is roughly of order O(e“‘) 
(,u = Re(z”‘)) and that (E,) has solutions roughly of order O(e-@). 
Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 give results along these lines. We replace z by A in 
(E,) for Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 since the variables z, 1 in the solutions t,~(t, z) 
and (~(t, A) (rp(t, A) is defined in Lemma 4.3) play two separate roles in the 
paper. The solutions rp(t, A) look roughly like e-A”2r. Lemma 4.5 gives a 
density property of the family of functions {cp(t, A): A > a positive number}. 
The results of this section are used to prove the resolvent formulas in the 
next section and to prove the main theorem, which is in Section 3. 
Recall from Section 2 that Q = sup \q(t)l, t 2 0, and that z’j2 = r”*eie’*, 
where z = re”, --71 < 0 < 7~. In this section we often use the same symbol 
(e.g., K, K,, K,) for a kernel function and the corresponding integral 
operator on some function space. The interpretation is clear from the 
context. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose u” = (z + q)u, u(O) = a, u’(O) = b, where a, b, z 
are complex numbers. Then 
1 u(t)1 < 21’2(1 a I* + ) b(*)“*ep’, 
Id(r)1 < (lz”‘I + Q + 1) 21’2(a2 + b2)1’2(1 + t)eP’, 
where p = max{Re(z”‘) + Q, 1 + Q/2}, 
Proof. We first prove that 
max{lu], Iu’j} < (]a]‘+ (b~2)“2e”+Q’2)’ if Iz]<l. (4.1) 
This is proved by replacing the equation by the system u’ = Au, u = (u, u’), 
and then noting that (v v)’ < Cu U, where C is the maximum of the eigen- 
values of the matrices A + A *, and that C < 1 + ( z / + Q. 
We next obtain bounds on I u ] and I U’ ( for the case ]t ( > 1. We will prove 
that for z # 0, 
I @)I G (Ial + Iblllz”*l)e (Re(zl *)tQ/Iz' ?[)I 3 (4.2) 
lu’(t)l < C(1 + t)e(Re(l”*)tQII;“?l)f, 
(4.3) 
where C = (1 z”* ( + Q)(] a I + I b l/l z”’ I). Now u(t) is the solution of 
u=u+ I d (z”‘))‘[sinh(z”‘(t - s)] q(s) u(s) ds, (4.4) 
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where d’ = zu, u(0) = a, and v’(O) = b. Let u,, = v and 
u,+,(t) =jf (z”Z)-’ sinh(A”‘)(t - s) q(s) U,(S) ds 
0 
for n = 0, I,.... Then u = C uj (j = 0, l,...). It is easy to show that 
1 u,(t)1 < (I a I + 1 b(/z"*)(Qc/l z"* I)" eRe(""))'/n! 
for n = 0, l,.... Since u = C uj, this proves (4.2). We prove (4.3) by differen- 
tiating Eq. (4.4) and using (4.2) as a bound for u on the right-hand side. 
Finally, the lemma is proved by using (4.1) if /z/ < 1 and (4.2) and (4.3) 
if Iz( > 1. 
In most of the results below L replaces z in (E,) because we need two 
different parameters for two distinct roles in the paper. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose p > a > 0 and Q/~,l”2~ (u -a) < 1, where 
,u = Re(A’/‘). Th en or each complex number A, (E,) U” = (A + 9)~ has a f 
unique solution u(t) such that 
(i) /u/ = Q(e*‘), 
(ii) (u(0) - u’(O)/k”‘)/2 = A. 
Furthermore, 
(iii) (t(( < IA ( Ce-“‘, 
(iv) Id < IAl [11”*~ + QC/@ -a)]ec”‘, 
where C = l/( 1 - Q/I 1”’ / (e - a)). 
ProoJ: To prove the uniqueness assertion we first prove 
PROPOSITION 4.2.A. Zf u solves (E,) and (*) u(t) = 0(e4’), 0 <p < ,u 
(a = Re(ll”‘)), then u solves the integral equation 
u = Ae-Yf - 1” (2y)-‘e-Y1’-SI q(s) u(s) & 
‘0 
where A = (u(0) - u’(O)/y)/2 and y = 11i2. 




u=v+ y-’ sinh y(t - s) q(s) u(s) ds, (4.5 > 
0 
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where u(t) = u(0) cash it + u’(O)(y-‘) sinh at. Since ~(t - s) = --y 1 t - s ] for 
t < s, we can write (4.5) as 
m u(t) = u(t) + 
I 
(l/27) [ev(‘ps) - e-v’r-s’] q(s) u(s) ds. 
0 
Since (*) holds, we can break up the integral in (4.6) to obtain 
(4.6) 
where 
u(t) = Ae-“’ f Be”’ - 
i 
m ( 1/2y)eeY1’-“‘q(s) u(s) ds, (4.7) 
0 
and 
A = ; (u(0) - u’(O)/y) 
B = i (u(O) + u'(O)/y) + jrn (1/2y)e-““q(s) U(S) ds. (4.8) 
0 
A simple computation shows that 
From this and (*) we conclude that the integral in (4.7) is o(eU’). Clearly, u 
and Ae-“’ in (4.7) are o(e“‘). Thus, B = 0 in (4.7), and the proposition is 
proved. 
For convenience, we define the integral operator K, by 
K,u(t) = i”’ (1/2y)e-Y1f-S’ q(s) u(s) ds, I > 0. 
0 
And, we let I’, (a real) denote the space of continuous complex-valued 
functions u(t) on 0 < t < co such that (u(t)\ < Me-=’ for some M. The norm 
I] u/I, or I] u/],~ is defined as the smallest such M. It follows from (4.9) that 
llK,llo G Qllrl 01- WI> for ---cc CP <A (4.10) 
where llKvllD denotes the norm of K, as an operator on Vo. From the 
hypothesis and (4.10) we conclude that ]] K,lI-, < 1, which guarantees that 
(I) in Proposition 4.2.A has a unique solution. The uniqueness assertion now 
follows. 
We now prove the existence assertion. The hypothesis and (4.10) show 
that (] K,lJ, ( 1; thus, (I) has a solution u in the space V-, . A simple 
computation shows that u solves (E,) and u satisfies (ii). 
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We now prove (iii) and (iv). As we have seen, u solves (I) and I(K,,((, < 1 
by hypothesis and (4.10). Thus 
and (iii) follows. 
Again using the fact that u solves (I), we obtain 
u’ = --yAe-“’ + (l/2) 1’ e-vlt-sl q(s) U(S) ds 
0 
- (l/2) J,a e --y’f-s’ q(s) u(s) ds. 
From this, (iii), and (4.9) we obtain (iv). 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose a > 0 and Re(,I”‘) > a + maxi 1,2Q}. Then (E,) 
U” = (A + q)u has a unique solution (p(t, A) such that 
(i) Iv, I = OV’>; 
(ii) q’(O) = -1. 
Furthermore, 
(iii) If+11 < 2Ce-“‘; 
(iv) ((0’1 < 2[(1”*1 + QC/(u - a>]eeaf, 
where C = l/( 1 - Q/],l” 1 (u - a)), ,B = Re(,Iii2). 
Proof. The hypotheses imply the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2; Lemma 4.2 
shows that the solutions of (E,) that satisfy (i) form a one-dimensional 
space. Thus, the uniqueness assertion is clear. To prove existence, let u 
denote the solution in Lemma 4.2 for some A # 0. The computation of U’ in 
the proof of Lemma 4.2 shows that 
where y=,I . “* From Lemma 4.2 (iii) we see that the modulus of the above 
integral is dominated by Q IA ( C/@ + a) where P = Re(k112). Thus, 
I u’(O)1 > I --YA I- Q IA I C/201 + a); 
the hypothesis shows that the latter is >$ J-4 I. Thus, 
I u’(O)1 a t IA I* 
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Let rp(t, A) = u(t)/u’(O). It is now clear from Lemma 4.2 that rp is a solution 
of (E,) and satisfies (i)-(iv). This completes the proof. 
Recall that V. was defined in the proof of Proposition 4.2.A. 
LEMMA 4.4. There is a complex-valued function K(t, s) defined on 
0 <t < s < 00 such that 
(i) K is continuous. 
If 0 < a < p, Q/p(p - a) < 1, u E Vo, and v(t) = sy K(t, s) u(s) ds, then 
(ii) the integral converge absolutely for t > 0, 
(iii) v E V,, 
(iv> l141y,, G W -r)) IlulIyb~ r= QIPCo-a). 
(v) Suppose Q/p’ < 1 (where ,a = Re(A”‘)). Let y = ,I”*. rf u solves 
(E,) u” = (A + q)u and / u / = 0( 1 ), then 
c 1 
cc u=A epyf+ K(t, s)e-“” ds , 
I 
where A = (u(0) - u’(O)/y)/2 and the integral converge absolutely for each 
t>o. 
ProoJ We define K,(t, s), 0 < t < s < 00, n = 1, 2 ,..., as in [5] 
following (1.6); that is, 
K,(t, s) = (2”(n - l)!))’ 
X 
1 
[s-((It-tt,l+ ‘.. +t,)“-‘q(+.q(t,)dt, . ..dt.,, 
TI.5 
where T, s is the set of n-tuples 
] t, - t,- i I’+ ” + t, and t, > 0 ,..., 
(t , ,..., t,) such that s > ] t - t,,l + 
t, > 0. Here, however, we do not assume 
that q is a real-valued function. By arguments similar to the proofs of 
Lemma 1.4 and Eq. (1.7) in [5], one can prove (recall that K, was defined in 
the proof of Proposition 4.2.A): 
PROPOSITION 4.4.A. (i) K,(t, s) is continuous, 
(ii) ] K,(t, s)I < (2”(n - l)!)) ’ Q”(s - t)“- ‘(2s)“, and 
(iii) (Ky)“eevt = I,” K,(t, s)eCyS ds, Re y > 0, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
We define K by 
W, s) = c C-1 )” K,,(t, s> (n = 1, 2,...). 
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From (i) and (ii) of Proposition 4.4.A, it is clear that K is continuous. 
Now consider (ii)-( Let K,, and K,, denote K, and K,, respectively, 
in the case q 3 Q (q is fixed throughout this proof). It is clear that 
IK,,(t, s)I < K&t, s); this, (iii) of Proposition 4.4.A, and (4.10) show that (C 
is over n = 1, 2,...): 
G c [Q/P~--cr)l”)IIulloe-a’. ( 
(4.11) 
These inequalities establish (ii)- if we show that u is continuous. From 
(i) and (ii) of Proposition 4.4.A, we see that jy K,(t, s) U(S) ds is continuous 
and converges uniformly (for t in any bounded interval) as m -+ co ; and, 
inequalities (4.11) show that the series ‘jJ 17 K,(t, s) u(s) ds converges 
uniformly. Thus, u is continuous. 
Now consider (v). From Proposition 4.2. A we conclude that u solves the 
integral equation 
‘e-Y”-S’ q(s) u(s) ds, 
where A = (u(0) - u’(O)/y)/2 and y = 1”‘. Since U, e-“’ are in V, and K, has 
norm < 1 as an operator on V, (use (4.10)), we conclude that 
u = A e-“’ + c (-1)” (KJnecP’ 1 (n = 1, 2,...), 
where the series converges in the space V,. From (iii) of Proposition 4.4.A 
we have (K,)“e-“’ = K,e-“’ (here K, denotes the integral operator 
corresponding to the kernel K,(t, s)). From inequalities similar to (4.1 l), we 
see that the series C (-1)” jy K,(t, s)e-“‘ds converges uniformly to 
j,oO K(t, s)e-“’ ds. Thus, (v) is proved. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose a > 0 and ,uO > a + max{ 1,2Q}. Let Aj = & +j)’ 
and let ~(t, ki) be as in Lemma 4.3, j= 1, 2,.... Given f continuous and 
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o(e-“‘) and given E > 0, there corresponds complex numbers b, ,..., b, such 
that 
Proof For 0 < a < b < co, let w denote the corresponding function 
defined by w(t) = 1, t < a; w(t) = 0, b < t; w(t) is linear on a < t < b and 
w(a) = 1, w(b) = 0. For K as in Lemma 4.4, define K, by K,(t, s) = 
K(t, s) w(s), 0 <t < s ( co. We also let K,, denote the integral operator 
corresponding to the kernel K,.(t, s). 
PROPOSITION 4.5.A. For a > 0, f E V, and any w as above, the integral 
equation 
f = (I+ K,.)g (1) 
has a unique solution g in V, . Furthermore, iff is o(e- ,‘) and E > 0, there 
corresponds a w (a choice of a, b) such that 
IKl - w)gll, < ET 
where g is the solution of (*). 
Proof of proposition. It is easy to see that 
l(K,,.)“f @)I < (M’V - t)“ln!) ilf lluy n = 1, 2,..., (4.12) 
where M = sup 1 K(t, s)l, 0 < t < s < b. In particular, 
l(KJ”f (t)l ,< (M”b”/n!)e”* iif l/aepd’. 
So, the solution of (*) is given by g = 2 (-K,,)“f (n = 0, l,...) where the 
series converges in V,. 
We now prove the second assertion of 4.5.A. Note that (1 - w)g = 0 for 
0 < t < a. Choose r > 0 so that Iflt)l < seem’, t > r. This and the fact that 
(l-w)g=fforb<tshowthat 
I( 1 - w)gl < seem’, t > max(b, r}. 
Now g = f + C (-K,.)“f (n = 1, a,...) and 
I(K,Jf (t)l < (M”(b - t)“/n!)& a<t<b, 
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where B = sup If(t)1 (a < t < b). Thus 
for r < a < t < b, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
If we first choose b > r, then choose a so that r < a and (M + a)(b - a) < 1 
(A4 does not depend on a), then combining the above estimates we obtain 
I(1 - w)gl < (1 + e) ce-‘I’, t > 0. 
This proves the proposition. 
We now continue the proof of the lemma. Choose w so that f= g + K,g 
and 
I(1 - w>glla <6 (4.13) 
where g E I’, . Let G(x) = w(t) g(t)e@O’, where x = e-‘. Since G is continuous 
on 0 <x ,< 1 and G(0) = 0, we conclude from the classical Weierstrass 
theorem that there are complex numbers c, ,..., c, such that 
G(x) - x cjx’ < E, o,<x< 1. 
Thus, 
w(t)g(t) -x cje-‘po+j)f < ce-@“‘, t>o. 
Let h(t) = 2 cjeP(po+.i)r (j= l,..., n). Clearly, 
f = (1 - w) g + (Z + K)(wg - h) + (Z + K)h. (4.14) 
The hypotheses imply that Q/Z&0 - o) < i ; thus, by (iv) of Lemma 4.4, we 
see that K maps V,,, into I’, with norm Q 1. Thus, 
II@ + Ww - hII, < 2~. (4.15) 
Now consider (I + K)h. For Aj = (Jo +j)‘, j= 1, 2,..., and q(t, Aj) as in 
Lemma 4.3, we conclude from (v) of Lemma 4.4 that 
p(t, Aj) = Aj(Z + K)epcpo+j)‘, j = l,..., n. 
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The proof of Lemma 4.3 shows that Aj # 0. Thus, 
(I + K)h = C Cj(l/Aj) q(t, Aj); 
this, together with (4.13~(4.15), completes the proof. 
5. Two RESOLVENT FORMULAS 
The main result in this section, Theorem 5.1, expresses the resolvent 
(A - A)-’ in terms of the fundamental solution operators S, when I.V. is well 
posed. Corollary 5.2 gives the restriction on SpA that results if I.V. is 
assumed to be well posed. Lemma 5.4 gives the corresponding “scalar 
resolvent formula,” (A - z))’ = j? ~(t, A) ~(t, A) dt, for certain A and z. The 
notations w, Q, A, S,, X, Y, D, , sp A, u/(t, z) are all described in Section 2. 
We use Lu to denote U” - qu. All four of the results of this section are used 
in the proof of the main theorem, which is given in Section 3. 
Recall the assumption that w > 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf1.V. is well posed and Re(A”‘) > o + max{ 1, 2Q}, 
(n-A)-‘=lr~(t,l)S,dt, 
0 
where cp(t, A) is as in Lemma 4.3. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7, rp(t, ,l)S,x is continuous on 0 < t < co for each x 
in X. Let a = Re@“*)-max{ 1, 2Q}. By Lemma 4.3, IIrp(t, k)s,II = O(e’“-““). 
Thus, the above integral exists as a strong Bochner integral. Suppose 
0 < s < 03 and y E Y (Y is defined in Definition 2.4). Let u(t) = S,y. Let Lw 
denote w” - qw. Since q$t, A) and u(t) are twice continuously differentiable 
and A is closed. we have 
= 
f 
’ cpLu dt + (cp’u - rpu’)ls, 
= A” j‘ cpu dt + (rp’u - @)I;. 
0 
Since u’(0) = 0, q’(O) = -1, 1~1 and I@( are O(ePa’) (see Lemma 4.3), 1 u( 
and I U’ 1 are O(ew’), and a > o, we conclude that 
lim@ -A) 1’ ~(t, A) u(t) dt (s- m)=y. 
0 
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Since A is closed, we have 
(A - A) 1”: q(t, A) u(t) dt = y. (5.1) 
0 
By again using the fact that A is closed, we can easily show that (5.1) holds 
for any y in X. So 
(A-A)E=Z, (5.2) 
where E = s: (p(t, k)S, dt and Z is the identity operator. Now, if x E D, , then 
by Lemma 2.8 
E(l - A)x = irn cp(t, A) S,(rl - A)x dt 
= (i -A) y qqt, n)s ,xdt=@-A)Ex=x. 
0 
(5.3) 
From (5.2) and (5.3) we conclude that E, which we have noted is bounded, 
is the inverse of ,I - A. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.1, we have 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose that Z.V. is well posed. Zf z E sp A, then 
Re(z”*) < w + max{ 1,2Q}. 
Recall that in Section 2 we let y(t, z) denote the solution of U” - qu = zu 
with initial conditions u(O) = 1, u’(0) = 0. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that Z.V. is well posed. For z E sp A, 
I ty(t, z)l < 21’2eWo’, 
Iv’(t, z)l < 2”2(jz”21 + Q + l)(l + t)e”“, 
where o. = w + Q + max{ 1,2Q}. 
ProojI From Lemma 4.1 we have 
) ~(1, z)l < 21’2ep’, 
Ity’(t, z)l < 2”2(jz”2/ + Q + 1)(1 + t)e“‘, 
where p = max{Re(z”‘) + Q, 1 + Q/2}. Since z E sp A, we conclude from 
Corollary 5.2 that Re(z1j2) < w + max{ 1, 2Q). So, 
p < w + Q + max{ 1,2Q}. 
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LEMMA 5.4. If /?> 0, Re(A”*) >/I + max{ 1, 2Q} and (i) ]w(t, z)], 
I ty’(t, z)l are both = O(e4’) for some complex number z, then (ii) (A - z))’ = 
!< $tAA) ~(t, z) dt. Furthermore, (i) holds if /J’ > w + Q + max{ 1,2Q} and 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let 0 < s < co. 
Then A J‘F p(t, A) w(t, z) dt = ji Lrpw dt = jS ~ILW dt + (@w - (PI$)]: and ji 
qLyl dt = z .ii (ow dt. Now q’(O) = -1, y/(O) = 1, y/(O) = 0, ] w(s)] and ] v’(s)] 
are O(e4’) by (i) and Iv(s)] and I@(s)] are O(eeaf) for some a > /? (see 
Lemma 4.3). Equation (ii) now follows by letting s tend to +a. The last 
assertion follows from Lemma 5.3. 
6. SPECTRAL MAPPING LEMMA 
For the lemma in this section, we assume that A is a closed operator on 
the Banach space X and that A has a nonvoid resolvent set. For any analytic 
functionfon a neighborhood of sp A U {co } we definef(A) as in [ 1, p. 6011. 
Let R, denote the linear span of the functions l/(A - z) (z is the independent 
variable) for /16? sp A. We let R denote the rational functions with poles in 
the complement of sp A U (00 }; in particular, each function in R has a limit 
at 00. Clearly, R, c R. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that A is a closed operator with nonvoid resolvent 
set on the Banach space X. If f,, E R,, n = 1,2,..., and f,,(A) + B in B(X) as 
n--t a3, then f,, converges uniformly on sp A U { 00 } to a complex-valued 
function f and 
sp B =f(sp A U (00 }). 
Prooj By [ 1, Theorem 5, p. 6021, spy,(A) =f,(sp A U { 001). Thus, for 
z E SPA u 1 m 1, If&) +&)I G K.6, -.LMN = IlfA4 -f,WII + 0, as my 
n -+ co. This shows that f, converges uniformly on sp A U {co}. We will 
show that 
s~B~>f(spAUi~I). (6.1) 
Note that j(sp A U {co }) =f(sp A) U {O}. From upper semicontinuity of the 
spectrum [ 1, Lemma 3, p. 5851 and the fact that f, -+f uniformly on sp 
A u (co }, we see that for n sufficiently large, depending on E, 
sp B + D, = sp f,(A), 
f,,(vA)U Pl+D,~fWA)U PI, 
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where D, denotes the complex numbers z with IzI < E. And, [ 1, Theorem 5, 
p. 6021 shows that spy,(A) =f,(sp A) U {O). This proves (6.1). 
To complete the proof we will show that 
sP B cf(sp A) u 10 1. (6.2) 
Let G denote the closure of {f(A):fE R} in B(X). So, G is a commutative 
Banach algebra with identity and B E G. Let sp(B, G) denote all 1 such that 
;IZ - B does not have an inverse in G. Let ;1 E sp B. Clearly A E sp(B, G). By 
the Gelfand theorem [2, Theorem 2.7, p. 41, 1= q(B) for some 
homomorphism rp of G into the complex numbers. We may assume that 
A# 0, so a, f 0. Define y on R by y(h) = q$h(A)), h E R. We claim that (a) y 
is a homomorphism of R into the complex numbers, (b) y E/E 0, (c) 1 y(h)1 < 
sup{(h(z)(: z E spA U { 03 }}, for each h in R. Clearly (a) holds. If (b) were 
false, then 0 = y(f,,) = yl(f,(A)) an since v, is continuous on G [2, Lemma d 
2.4, p. 31, yl(f,(A)) -t q(B) = A # 0, a contradiction. To prove (c) we note 
that y(h) = q(h(A)) E sp(h(A), G) and sp h(A) = h(sp A U {co }), so (c) 
follows if we show 
SPV@ 1, G) = SP h(A 1. (6.3) 
Suppose 14 sp h(A), so AZ- h(A) has an inverse in B(X). Let g(z) = 
A-h(z). By [1, Theorem 5, p. 6021, g(A) =1Z- h(A) and spg(A) = 
g(spA u (00)). Thus, 0 @g(spA u {co}), so A @ h(spA u {co}). Thus, 
F = l/(n - h) E R. So, F(A) E G. But, [ 1, Theorem 5, p. 6021 implies that 
F(A) = (U- h(A))-‘. So, A 6? sp(h(A), G). This proves (6.3). 
From (at(c) we see that y has an extension, which is a homomorphism of 
R -, the uniform closure of R, into the complex numbers. From [2, 
Theorem 1.3, p. 271, we conclude that for some z0 E spA U {a}, 
Y(h) = w.J~ h E R. 
So, 2 = p(B) = lim rp(f,(A)) = lim y(f,) = lim f,(z,) =f(z,). Thus, 
,l Ef(sp A U {co }, which completes the proof of (6.2). 
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